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ABSTRACT

Outage-free maintenance of electrical power lines have been developed and used throughout the years. In these techniques workers have to work near energized components with hazard of electric shock and falls. In this context, a teleoperator system is being developed to increase the safety of the workers and the overall efficiency. It counts with two hydraulic-driven master-slave teleoperated manipulators on top of an insulated boom over a truck. The operator commands the manipulators from a cabin on the truck via a pair of master arms, and it receives visual feedback through a stereo vision system.

Multimedia display, voice recognition and synthesis, stereo vision and force-feedback are some of the features being implemented in order to achieve telepresence of the operator. The paper addressed the implementation of these features on a teleoperation system prepared to work in a semi-structured hazardous environment performing repair and maintenance related tasks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence of today’s highly information oriented society and increasing demand of electricity, uninterrupted power supply has become indispensable for utilities. Outage-free maintenance techniques in overhead distribution lines have been developed and used in Spain for more than 25 years in order to achieve this. In these conventional techniques workers have to do their job on a live electrical power line, indirectly with various kinds of hot-sticks or directly touching the line with rubber-insulated gloves. Therefore, work is performed in a hazardous environment with both the risk of electric shock and the danger of falling from a high place. In addition, workers have to be very skilled and work cooperatively under very demanding tasks.

To both increase the safety of the workers and the overall efficiency of the maintenance tasks, a teleoperator system called ROBTET is being developed. Two hydraulic driven manipulators, placed on a rotating platform on top of an insulated boom substitute the workers in performing the hazardous work on the hot line. The operator, instead, is located on the ground from where he teleoperates the slave manipulators via two force-reflecting master arms. Therefore, in order to do the work properly, is indispensable that the operator feels as close as possible as if he is performing the job directly, and even in some aspects augment his capabilities. So, some kind of mechanism is needed to achieve this telepresence. In our particular application telepresence is accomplished through several means. First, a stereo vision system is used to maintain an updated model of the environment, simulated over the image of an overall-view camera. In second place, these images and the simulation, with additional information regarding the task being done, are presented in a multimedia interface with voice synthesis and recognition. In third place, the two master arms are equipped with force-reflection capabilities, and finally path planning and collision checking algorithms improve the performance and safety of the system.

This paper describes the system as a whole, making special emphasis in the architecture implemented and the solutions adopted regarding telepresence, having always in mind the application for what is directed.

2. OVERVIEW OF TELEROBOTIC LIVE-LINE MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS

Live electrical power lines maintenance encompass a series of operations (insulator string replacement, derivations, opening/closing bridges, etc.) made of highly standardized manipulations procedures, some of which are common to different operations. Having also in mind the hazardous environment in which these operations take place, it is clear that some kind of teleoperated system can be introduced with great advantages. Utilities around the world have also been aware of the
capabilities of teleoperation for this application. Since the first telerobotic developments back in the mid-eighties by two companies\textsuperscript{1,2}, several systems have been presented through the years\textsuperscript{3-7}, while other utilities also have shown some kind of interest on the subject\textsuperscript{8}.

The main advantages introduced by these systems are: (1) the ability to do and improve outage-free maintenance in countries with strict regulations regarding human interaction with hot lines, (2) the increase in safety of the workers, (3) the decrease of cost by eliminating the need for the operator to be working in a hazardous environment (wages, insurance, special equipment, etc.), (4) ability to work under moderate bad weather conditions and (5) decrease of labor requirements. A disadvantage is the increase in execution time, which is greater than manual operation\textsuperscript{9} in the actual state of the telerobotics systems. However, it will become shorter than manual operation with the new technological improvements, as shown in this communication.

Each of the systems developed has been specially designed to fulfill the requirements of their specific application. All have in common the need of a truck with a boom to reach the lines, and the use of some kind of manipulator on its top, but in relation to the mode of operation, which defines its practical and efficient use, they differ. Table 1 shows a comparison regarding various aspects of several modes of operation of this kind of systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison between various modes of operation for live-line work</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Direct Tel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Ground Tel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiautomatic Direct Tel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiautomatic Ground Tel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The ↑ and ↓ symbols indicate a factor more or less favorable*

Our system can be classified as semiautomatic with the operator on the ground. In a first stage supervisory control in some degree is expected, while the final objective is to reach supervisory control next to fully automatic control. Its mayor components are shown on figure 1 and are briefly described on table 2. It is necessary to add that it has been designed to do maintenance tasks in lines of distribution networks of up to 49 kV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equipment Specification</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual sensors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotating platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE

The main objectives of the teleoperated system structure is to give the operator as much feeling of telepresence as possible, and to able to perform remote tasks correctly and in short time. Three modules are implemented to accomplish this. The first one, located in the operator’s control post, is called human interactive computer (HIC), and its mission is to interact with the operator in order to close the control loop. The second one, named task interactive computer (TIC), receives commands from the HIC, processes them, and interacts with the equipment in the remote zone in order for them do the task. The third module has as its main job to process the remote sensors information, and is named sensor processing computer (SPC). Figure 2 shows a functional scheme with the different elements and their relation. Next sections will explain them in detail. The communication between modules is made by ethernet, whereas into the TIC and the SPC is by VME bus. This allows to send commands easily between modules, and at the same time have a high information exchanged speed within each one. The HIC has a proprietary bus with high bandwidth to display video in real-time.

The teleoperation architecture developed is based on the NASREM, implementing only the first four levels. In our case, special attention has been put on the development of the operator interface, based on an advanced multimedia display. The interface consists of the HIC with the appropriate devices in order to give commands and receive information. It has the following main features: voice synthesis and speech recognition; video and simulation blending, and masters with force-reflection capabilities.

The system allows two control modes: (1) manual, with the master arms and (2) supervisory control, sending high level actions to the manipulators. Therefore, two different kinds of commands exist. On one hand, low level orders that are direct positions to the manipulators, and on the other hand, high level commands to do predetermined tasks. Low level orders do not need much processing (joint transform and control, collision checking, etc.), while high level ones need to generate low level actions on several devices, and therefore need to process more and to access data from the environment data base.
As explained above, a model with the working remote environment is indispensable. This model with a geometric and functional description is stored in a global data base. An extrusion model has been chosen for its simplicity and good performance. The following functional classes of objects have been defined: (1) passives: those elements without independent movements and (2) actives: those elements with independent movements; while the relations between them can be: (1) fixed: with bi-directional relations; (2) supported: with unidirectional relations and (3) manipulated: with no fixed or supported relation.

The global data base is in the TIC, and the HIC and SPC read and write information by ethernet. Each module accesses the data base through a special interface, so there is only one environment information, in order to have congruent model, but every module has its own remote environment representation. It is necessary to have different representations because the HIC, TIC and SPC process the information in a different way. For example, the TIC updates the manipulators positions and the SPC updates the positions of the rest of the elements, but the TIC works with articular positions while the SPC uses 3D contours.

4. HUMAN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER (HIC)

The HIC objective is twofold: (1) to manage the inputs from the operator in order to send them to the TIC and (2) to show the operator the necessary information in order to perform teleoperation, providing the operator with the maximum degree of telepresence. To be able to perform an adequate control (manual and with supervision) depends in a great measure of the HIC development, and in a lesser part on the low-level control of the manipulators, very similar to the one present in conventional robots.
The different I/O devices processed by the HIC are: a) *Inputs* from the operator to the HIC: master-arms and manual controls, voice and push-buttons. b) *Outputs* from the HIC to the operator: video, simulation, voice synthesis, force feedback and other data from the remote zone.

### 4.1 Inputs from the operator to the HIC

The master arms are the only devices which are able to generate inputs on level two of the NASREM (trajectory generation). The master arms used are two anthropomorphic right and left arms, with manipulators equivalent kinematic. They allow to work in manual control. That lets the operator to get tools and to manipulate elements by himself. The processing by the HIC is minimum, only some joint scaling and transformation, inertia compensation and counter-balancing; however other inputs, like joysticks, need more processing.

Voice commands correspond to inputs to the third level of the NASREM (elementary moves), and need a high level processing in order to obtain control commands for the slave arms. Speech orders are translated into a primitive set called *target language*. The target language is the minimum actions that can be made by the teleoperated system; these actions are related with the manipulators and jib movements, the vision control system, and the teleoperated system configuration. So the operator command can be *get the stick*, and this is translated into a sequence movements to the robots. This movements commands belong to the target language set of commands, while the positions are stored in the data base. Examples of other high level commands are *increase azimuth 20*, *blend simulation with camera 2*. Figure 3 describes the process of action recognition from voice command. In first place the sound signal is processed, and a subsequent syntactic and semantic analysis of the statement is performed. With both analyses a statement that makes sense to the computer is obtained, allowing to understand the command said by the operator. Next, an integration of the speech has to be done in order to obtain the parameters for the *target language*. This parameters usually refer to positions and therefore the environment data base has to be accessed. The last level of processing is an analysis of the commands coherency. These voice commands involve the major part of the communication between the HIC and the operator, and refer both to manipulators actions and to management, configuration and working of the HIC.

![Recognition procedure](image)

Figure 3: Recognition procedure.

The operator may also count with several manual controls for other equipment like cameras, jib and boom. The stereo vision manual control devices needs to have 3 dof, and 2 dof for each camera. It is, therefore complex to do the manual control with joysticks, so the HIC allows the operator to position some of the dof by voice and others manually. There are also other manual devices to position the jib and the boom. The rest of inputs are done by means of push-buttons with two main objectives: (1) reply to confirmation requests from the HIC and (2) to respond in case of emergency and critical situations.

### 4.2. Outputs from the HIC to the operator
In a display the HIC shows two video images from the remote site and a simulation from the current task. In the remote site there are four cameras but experiments show that the operator fixes his attention in only one image. The second image support the teleoperation in order to show the depth on the first image. So is important that the two simultaneous images showed are not aligned. The simulation has two objectives, the first one is to check the environment with the model into the data base, and the second is to show the simulated scene from different points of view, which has proved very useful to achieve teleproprioception of the operator. The check is useful when the task is starting, because the HIC shows to the operator a blended image with a view from a camera and the simulation from the same point of view of that camera. When the task is running, the simulation may show hidden views from the working remote site. The operator can change the cameras in the middle of the task to show different views. Figure 4 shows an example of the blending process: three different images show respectively the simulation of an arm, the video image of the arm an the mixture of both.

![Figure 4 Blending of simulation and video](image)

Another important output to be considered in the teleoperation performance is force-feedback of the force exerted by the manipulator on the environment during manual control. This force is reflected on a master arm with position control. As shown by Das et al., this kind of manual control mode is one of the more preferred by operators and ranks among the best in overall performance of completion time and average and cumulative force exerted.

The HIC informs to the operator about the task performance through several means. One is voice messages synthesis and another is by the representation with graphics of the evolution of some important variables i.e. forces and torque exerted by the manipulators.

5. TASK INTERACTIVE COMPUTER

The Task Interactive Computer (TIC) is the machine that receives commands from the HIC, and do the proper actions on the manipulators and other controlled devices in the task environment. Usually located at the remote location to cope with time
delay, in our particular application is in the operator post for insulation reasons and connects to the remote location, at a maximum distance of 15 m, through fiber optic.

In case of manual control, it also processes the master-arm controller commands as well as signal from other manual controlled devices, such as cameras. The force and joint position of the slave arms are feedbacked to the HIC as real-time information of how the manipulators are proceeding with the task. Figure 5 shows an schematic view of the TIC in an overview of the whole system. This scheme, based on the ones by Das, has been simplified and it only includes major components (one master-slave system) and main information flux channels, because, as has been explained in the preceding section, much of the information not used in real-time processing is exchanged between blocks through a global data base. For example, the manipulator positions between the position sensors and the HIC. The main units of the TIC are:

5.1 Joint control

This module corresponds to the first level of the NASREM. Is what it can be called the servo level of the equipment working in the remote zone. In our configuration, although the TIC is mainly on the local zone, this unit is situated on the remote zone, next to the controlled equipment. It receives reference positions for each joint which are compared with observed positions, generating electrical signals to the electrovalves driving the actuators of both the jib and the manipulators, and electrical currents to drive the actuators of the vision system.

5.2 Trajectory generation

This module corresponds to the second level of the NASREM architecture. Its objective is to generate smooth, dynamically efficient trajectories between commanded positions in consecutive time intervals. The commanded positions (position, orientation and configuration) come from the path-planning module of the TIC during supervisory control. It generates evenly
spaced trajectory points which define a dynamically efficient movement. They are transferred in joint coordinates to the next block.

5.3 Path planning and coordinated control

This module corresponds in some way to the third level of the NASREM. It only has some meaning in the time intervals in which supervisory control is assumed. From the symbolic commands in the target language generated by the HIC, this module generates strings of intermediate positions which are free of collision and kinematic singularities in order to fulfill those commands. The path-planning is used to do some routine operations, such as approaching the work zone, grasping a wire, screwing, etc. relieving the operator from some of his work. In a more advanced stage it would be useful to perform automatic operation. The path-planning method chosen is the local C-space\(^1\), with some variations\(^1\) based on simplifications proper of the environment we are working with. It is performed based in an environment model generated and continually updated by the SPC.

In this same module coordinated control of both arms is included. In coordinated control, two main aspects have to be considered\(^1\): (1) the pure planning of coordinated actions between manipulators, that can be take into account part of the path planning and (2) the consideration of compliance in the interaction of both arms. Position information can be obtained directly from the environment, while force comes directly from the pressure sensors on the manipulator actuators. It has been seen that for most of the tasks the cooperation is reduced to have one arm holding some element while the other works on it. The algorithms, therefore, are simplified.

5.4 Real time collision checking and force simulation

This fourth module of the TIC does not fits exactly with any level of the NASREM architecture. Its mode of operation is twofold. In first place performs a real-time checking of collision between the objects in the environment during the manipulators movement. It gets the information of the environment from the updated model in the SPC, the current position of the manipulators directly from the joint position transducers and of the arms next desired position from the joint references of the master arm or the trajectory generator. This checking is considered as a safety measure needed to prevent unintentional collisions. This is extremely useful to avoid provoking a shortcut between phases of the three wire live lines. One wire is the working one while the other two are considered obstacles with the tower. It can be applied not only to a manipulator arm but to any object that is being moved manually in the environment. The checking algorithm being develop is based in the one by Shaffer\(^1\). The main idea is to use N-octrees to model the environment. On the other hand, when an imminent and unintentional collision with an object defined as an obstacle (not performing operations on it) by the operator will take place, the new reference of position is not sent to the joint control module and an artificial force is simulated on the master-arms, substituting the original one. This prevents the operator from reaching the obstacle and therefore the collision is avoided. This force is also sent to the HIC as crucial information for the operator, and the environment can be modeled as a force field with maximums in the locations of obstacles, similar to potentials fields for path-planning.

If no collision is imminent, this module is absolutely transparent for the data going from the trajectory generator to the joint control, and for the information of force coming from the force sensors. This module is considered essential for safety reasons both in direct and supervisory control.

6. SENSOR PROCESSING COMPUTER (SPC)

The Sensor Processing Computer (SPC) update the database with the model of the environment, needed for the HIC and TIC. The SPC is made by a vision system, which is made up of an acquisition subsystem integrated by a stereo mount with tilt and vergence control for each camera equipped with zoom and focus control. There is also a laser illumination system to improve the segmentation of cables. This sensor feeds and image processing set of VME boards with pipeline architecture that implements the preprocessing, segmentation and feature extraction process. These selected features are a representation of the edge contours of the scene carried out by a linear segment approximation. The vision control CPU feeds the feature information by an ethernet link to a multiprocessor system that holds the database of the environment, the vision process, and the path planning and collision algorithms. The data base is update by a stereo algorithm that recovers the three-dimensional information
of the tower contours and match this information with a model database in order to generate an accurate location of the tower and its elements such as insulators, fittings and cables.

The laser illumination system solves the equipolar collinear ambiguity of the stereo system. This allows an easier recovery of the exact parametric model with the location of the cables. For the tower location, a polyhedral model was chosen. At the heart of the 3D reconstruction is a feature oriented stereo algorithm based on a set of local, and global geometric constrains that solve the correspondence problem between primitives of both images. From the resulting matches and the calibration information, a 3D contour model of the tower is generated, that is treated as an obstacle. For some types of standard tower an additional recognition stage is introduce to improve his location accuracy and allow automatic maintenance tasks. The last element to introduce in the base is the insulator. Typical insulators used in electrical towers have a curved shape. In order to find his location it is handled by means a polygonal approximation of the external box contour. This approach allows to generate an excluding area for the robots. The maintenance of internal elements es carried out from the information of the model database for known types, and teleoperated for non standard isolators.

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a new teleoperated system for live-line maintenance called ROBTET, being designed to fulfill all the requirements for live-line maintenance of the Spanish power distribution (46 kV) network.

New advanced technologies, traditionally only applied in other technical fields, are being used and rationally integrated to greatly enhance the capabilities and performance of the basic teleoperation system. These technologies include 3D environment modeling, voice processing, path planning, collision avoidance, multimedia interface, telepresence, learning, etc., making the ROBTET a system being designed with the latest developments, having in mind what is going to be the future of everyday operation in hazardous environments.
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